
Secure Access  
for the Next Generation
We make the Secure Access products that companies rely on to 
make their workforce more productive.

Company Overview
Put simply, we are the company that is 100% focused on delivering secure access solutions for people, devices, things 
and services. For years, enterprises of every size and industry have been trusting our integrated virtual private network, 
network access control and mobile security solutions to enable secure access seamlessly in their organizations.

Every single day, our global team are innovating our products to ensure that you can dramatically boost your 
workers’ productivity, make a smooth and secure transition to the Cloud and ensure that your networks are 
protected without a burden on IT.  We call it Secure Access for the next generation. 

www.pulsesecure.net

Pulse Secure strategic partners are part of a growing and dynamic ecosystem that brings applications and services 
on top of the Pulse Secure platform to market. 

Pulse Secure channel partners bring the platform’s enterprise security capabilities to companies of all sizes in a 
wide variety of industries and geographies. 

Our Partners

20K+ customers 
with 18M secured 

endpoints

40 of the 
Fortune 50

13 of 15 US 
government 

cabinets

16 years of R&D 
and 200+ patents

80 percent of 
Fortune 500

500+ employees 
globally
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Automated configuration 
of devices with settings and 
software for Wi-Fi, VPN,   
and more.

Access web-based apps and 
virtual desktop products with 
nothing to install.

Corporate apps run natively  
but fully secured, just as they 
should be.

Ability to create time-limited 
guest accounts—and provide  
a seamless user experience.

Uncomplicated Secure 
Access to all the VDI leader’s 
solutions.

Granular data sharing policies 
married with selective wipe.

BYOD onboarding

Clientless access

Application controls

Guest access  
management

Virtual desktop access

Data protection

Enhanced assessments of 
endpoint device health and 
security state.

Integrate with directory 
services, such as Active 
Directory and LDAP.

Cloud-based central 
management with corporate 
directory service integration.

Adopts and utilizes the TNCs 
open standard IF-MAP. 
Enables easy integration  
with third-party network  
and security devices.

The when, where, what and  
how for security as well as 
capacity planning.

Your workers information is 
theirs and only theirs.

Compliance auto-checks

Group policy

Workspace  management

Interoperability

Granular auditing

Employee privacy 
 protection

Coordinated and automatic 
threat isolation—down to the 
user or device level.

Support for two-factor 
authentication, SAML 2.0, PKI, 
IAM and digital certificates.

Ensure devices aren’t 
compromised by jail-breaking, 
root kit or usb debugging.

High-level control, with 
mechanisms for synchronized 
configuration across  many sites.

Integration with 3rd party 
solutions to enable enhanced 
policy enforcement.

Auto-provision email access to 
free your helpdesk.

Threat control

Strong authentication

Device insight  and security

Centralized command

MDM integration

Email configuration

Simplifies the diagnosis and 
repair of network issues   
that arise.

Ensure that the connecting 
device complies with your 
requirements.

Enforce appropriate use  
of encryption and local PIN  
code complexity.

Minimizes downtime through 
automatic remediation of 
patches for endpoint devices.

We reduce complexity with 
only one client.

Automatically connect to Pulse 
Connect Secure for seamless 
access to internal resources 
from specific apps.

Granular auditing   
and logging

Host checker

Device security

Patch assessment   
and remediation

Single client

Per-app SSL VPN

Pulse Policy Secure

Pulse Connect Secure  

Pulse Workspace

Policy-driven Network Access Control.

The best mobile SSL VPN for workers.

A mobile workspace for the next generation.


